
r =20 cm, so f=10 cm













1/do + 1/di = 1/f

Distances to object and image are 

positive if real, negative if virtual

“Magnification” 

M=hi/ho= -di/do



Santa is standing in front of a security mirror at the mall.  His 

image is 4x smaller than he is, and he’s 2.0m away.  What’s the 

focal length of the mirror? 

1. 0.67 m

2. 1.3 m

3. 2.0 m

4. 4.0 m

5. 6.0 m



Draw it out first…



Draw it out first…



A classic “Far Side”

By Gary Larson













Fig.38.1



n is factor speed 

slows down by 









To shoot a fish with a gun, should you aim directly at 

the image, slightly above, or slightly below?

1. Aim directly at image

2. Aim slightly above

3. Aim slightly below



Due to refraction, the image will 

appear higher than the actual fish, so 

you have to aim lower to compensate.



To shoot a fish with a laser gun, should you aim directly 

at the image, slightly above, or slightly below? 

1. Aim directly at image

2. Aim slightly above

3. Aim slightly below



The light from the laser beam will 

also bend when it hits the air-water 

interface, so aim directly at the fish.

















Student problem:  Given θ1 is 40 degrees (just one possibility)

Find θ2 then θ3, and determine is θ3 greater than the critical angle

that gives total internal reflection?  Make sure you can explain the condition 

= 1.000

= 2.419
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Student problem: What if it’s not air behind the diamond at point B,

but rather grease from your finger with n=1.6?  Is diamond still sparkly? 
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Even through clouds, light from Sun’s direction unpolarized;

light from away from sun polarized.  Bees can see this.



Iceland spar calcite crystals are polarizers: dramatized in The “Vikings” TV show, 

recent archaeology is backing up these “sunstones”



Image swiped from Wikipedia’s “Mirage” article










